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Suarez draws blank on his return but Spurs unable to capitalise 
Liverpool0 Tottenham Hotspur 0 Oliver Kay Chief Football Correspondent The fog 
lifted at Anfield shortly before kick-off at Anfield last night, to be replaced later in 
the evening by a smattering of red mist. Tempers flared and tackles flew in the 
second half, particularly after Luis Suarez, the Liverpool forward, had emerged 
from that much-discussed winter break. 
Harry Redknapp, the Tottenham Hotspur manager, was not in attendance - the 
fog left his flight stranded at London City airport after a day at Westminster 
Magistrates' Court - but he would eventually have found some comfort in a 
spectacle that was enlivened in the second half by Suarez's return from an eight-
match suspension for racially abusing Patrice Evra. Within 60 seconds of Suarez's 
appearance midway through the second half he was chasing down Benoit Assou-
Ekotto, the Tottenham defender. Not long afterwards he was booked for landing 
his studs in Scott Parker's stomach and with five minutes remaining, picked out by 
Steven Gerrard's free kick, he found only the arms of Brad Friedel when the 
chance arose to mark his comeback with a goal. 
The second half was a feisty, fractious affair, with Gareth Bale becoming 
embroiled in verbal and physical battles with Liverpool's central defenders. He 
and Daniel Agger were booked for a curious incident early in the second half, 
while Martin Skrtel followed them into the referee's notebook in the closing 
stages for a wild challenge on the Tottenham midfield player. 
A goalless draw leaves Liverpool adrift of the Barclays Premier League's top four 
and Tottenham content in third place. It would have been even better for 
Tottenham had Bale not been denied by Pepe Reina when sent clear by Nico 
Kranjcar with five minutes remaining, but a draw looked a fair result - not to 
mention an alarmingly familiar one on home turf for Liverpool, who can only 
hope that the return of Suarez will enable them to pick up more victories at 
Anfield between now and May. 
After the first half-hour, one of the most noteworthy incidents - and certainly the 
most unusual - had been the sight of a cat scampering across the Anfield turf and 
running the length of the pitch before being taken away by a steward. 
The closest either team came to a goal before the interval was when Jay Spearing, 
the Liverpool midfielder, struck a shot a foot wide of Brad Friedel's left post. It 
was hardly the most compelling spectacle in the first 45 minutes, with Tottenham 
playing with caution on a ground where they have come, over the years and 
decades, to regard a point as ambition enough. 
Tottenham's players have had long enough over the past fortnight to be 
untroubled by the absence of Redknapp from the training ground. In his absence, 
Joe Jordan and Kevin Bond had evidently been working on a 4-1-4-1 formation 
that threatened, on the face of it, to leave Emmanuel Adebayor isolated unless 
Gareth Bale, in particular, could provide support from midfield. 
Bale was involved in what amounted to Tottenham's best moments of the first 
half, but he did not find much space, such was the diligence with Dirk Kuyt 
tracked back in support of Martin Kelly. If anything, it seemed that he might get 
more luck pushing through the middle, with just the odd opening left by Charlie 
Adam and Spearing.  
Tottenham's most likely source of inspiration in the first half was Kyle Walker. 
Watched by Fabio Capello, the England manager, Walker showed a willingness to 
get forward from right back at every opportunity, at one point picking out Bale for 
an improvised effort that lacked power. Glen Johnson, at left back for Liverpool, 
dealt with Walker's pace well, but in the final minute before half-time the 
Tottenham youngster forced his way through before seeing a shot deflected wide 
by Daniel Agger. Liverpool, hesitant at first, managed to find their rhythm around 
the halfhour mark. Steven Gerrard had found little space since picking out Andy 
Carroll on four minutes, when the forward was thwarted by Michael Dawson's 
excellent tackle, but eventually the Liverpool captain started to assert himself. It 
was Gerrard who teed up Spearing's swerving effort on 33 minutes and who 
established a tempo that at least offered some encouragement that the second 
half would be more open. If a little more tension was needed, it came with a spat 
between Bale and Agger early in the second period. With Bale running past him 
on the Tottenham right, Agger stuck out a leg and hastily withdrew it, prompting 
his opponent to tumble either in an attempt to avoid it or to deceive the referee. 
A minor flare-up ensued, with Craig Bellamy an unlikely peacemaker, and both 
Bale and Agger were shown the yellow card. 
At last the match was threatening to open up. Bale sliced a half-chance wide 
when picked out by Emmanuel Adebayor, while Kelly had a shot saved by Friedel, 
but what this match really needed was the introduction of Suarez, which came on 
66 minutes. He lifted his team and the crowd, asking questions of a defence in 
which Dawson and Ledley King had been far too comfortable. 
He also, almost inevitably, asked questions of Michael Oliver, the referee. And 
when Suarez lashed out and caught Parker's chest with the ball high above them 
in the penalty area, Oliver erred on the side of a caution, showing a yellow card, 
as he did when Skrtel flung himself into a dangerous challenge with Bale soon 
afterwards. 
Carroll made a hash of the chance that arrived at his feet, shanking the ball high 
and wide when found by Kelly, while Suarez produced only a tame header from 
Gerrard's free kick. The best opportunity of all, though, fell to Bale with five 
minutes remaining. Bale sized up the shot but Reina stood up well to repel the 
shot when it came. 
 

 

 
Suarez returns to the fray with controversy not far behind 
"Por fin llego el dia" was the message Luis Suarez had posted on his Twitter 
account. "Finally the day came," it translated. This was his first game back since 
the nine-match suspension that threatened to blow a gaping hole in Liverpool's 
season and, almost immediately, he was reacquainted with yet more of the 
controversy he finds so hard to shake off. 
Suarez had been on the pitch little more than three minutes when he swung out 
his right boot in the penalty area, did not get close to the ball and caught Scott 
Parker flush in the abdomen. The referee, Michael Oliver, brought out a yellow 
card but this is the generation of Twitter and Wayne Rooney was already typing in 
his disdain. "If ref sees that kick from Suarez and books him for it, it should be 
red," the Manchester United player said. 
It was a painful blow for Parker, though there was a legitimate case that it was 
more to do with overeagerness than genuine malice and Rooney's thoughts 
would probably have been better kept to himself in light ofLiverpool's visit to Old 
Trafford on Saturday. The Football Association has asked both clubs not to 
inflame tensions given that this will be Suarez's first encounter with Patrice Evra 
since being found guilty of racial insults and banned for eight matches to go with 
the one he had to serve for raising his middle finger at the Fulham crowd. 
Liverpool, naturally, defended the Uruguayan. "He didn't see Parker," Dalglish 
argued, and there was a rolling-the-eyes kind of smirk when informed that the 
original accusation from Rooney had been endorsed by Gary Neville, formerly of 
United, now of Sky. "Maybe you should tweet Rooney back," he said. "It's 
fantastic to have Luis back and he should never have been out in the first place. 
He knows he's admired and loved here. We don't think he should have been 
away." 
The controversies come hand in hand with Suarez but the overwhelming sense 
was that Liverpool were simply glad to have him back even if his introduction, 
after 66 minutes, could not conjure up a winner in a game that flickered without 
truly igniting and left Dalglish, once again, reflecting on their habit of being less 
than clinical in front of goal. 
It has been the story of their season, particularly at Anfield, with 14 goals from 12 
games. Six of them came in two matches and the statistics show their 9% goal-
per-chance ratio is the worst in the league. To give them their due, they have now 
kept more clean sheets than any other team, but the lack of goals is perplexing. 
"We're three-quarters of the way there," Dalglish said. 
Suarez, afforded a standing ovation, was lively and will reflect on a great chance 
to head a dramatic late winner. Andy Carroll continued his recent improvement 
but will also think back to a couple of wasted chances and, for all Liverpool's 
pressure, the best opportunity fell to Gareth Bale when he sprinted clear five 
minutes from the end. Bale has played with such self-belief this season it was 
surprising he did not take his shot with more confidence and Pepe Reina saved 
with his legs. 
Tottenham's lack of adventure was disappointing otherwise on a night when 
Harry Redknapp's planned journey from Southwark crown court never got past 
London City airport because of a technical problem with his plane. 
This was the first match Redknapp has missed as a consequence of his trial and, 
though too much can be read into it, in his absence his team seldom displayed the 
kind of exhilarating football that has taken them to third in the league. 
Bale was strangely peripheral on a night when he was booked for a blatant dive 
and possibly fortunate not to be hurt more seriously in Martin Skrtel's later studs-
up challenge. Emmanuel Adebayor was even more on the edges and their more 
incisive moves were generally started by Kyle Walker's surging runs from defence. 
The problem for Liverpool was they lacked the ingenuity to get behind a Spurs 
defence in which Michael Dawson was superb. Dawson's saving tackle on Carroll, 
after the striker had been released by Steven Gerrard's beautifully weighted 
through-ball, was the outstanding moment of the night. 
That was inside the first five minutes but there was little else in the first half from 
either team. Spurs started to take better care of the ball after the break but the 
home side began to wear them down again. Gerrard was excellent in front of 
Fabio Capello, demonstrating why he will almost certainly be named as the new 
England captain, but Spurs defended with resilience and purpose and Parker 
started to match Gerrard as the game went on. 
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SPURS HOLD OFF REDS' ARMY; Redknapp misses out as Liverpool fail to 
catch their rivals 
Liverpool 0 Tottenham 0 
IN the end, he was not missed. Technical problems may have prevented Harry 
Redknapp from joining his Tottenham side at Anfield but at least their title charge 
was not grounded indefinitely on Merseyside. 
After another day at Southwark Crown Court, Redknapp had hoped to hop on a 
flight from London City airport along with his club's directors but a mechanical 
glitch scuppered their plans. No matter. The day was not ruined as Tottenham's 
defence was in perfect working order. A 0-0 draw at Anfield did not make a 
massive inroad into Manchester City's lead at the top of the table but what this 
effort showed, on a night when Luis Suarez returned to action after an eight-
match ban, is that Spurs have the stomach for a fight. Put under huge pressure 
by Liverpool, they simply would not buckle and the performance was 
characterised by two towering performances by Ledley King and Brad Friedel. 
They, more than anyone, ensured that Suarez did not steal the morning 
headlines. The build-up, inevitably, had been dominated by the return of Suarez 
and it was anticipated that Kenny Dalglish would pitch him straight back 
in. Liverpool's manager, though, rarely does predictable when naming his team 
and, for that reason, Suarez had to do make do with a spot on the bench. 
To the thousands on the Kop, that did not matter in the slightest. When he 
emerged from the tunnel at 7.37pm to warm up, his chin tucked inside his jacket 
to combat the cold, there was a huge ovation for Suarez. An even bigger one 
followed when the pitchside announcer boomed out his name. 'He really 
strengthens up what we have got and everybody knows how good he is,' Dalglish 
wrote in his programme notes. 'It's fantastic for us to have him back but, having 
said that, the boys have made it difficult for him to get back into the team.' 
In the last fortnight, especially; two victories over Manchester United and Wolves, 
coupled with a draw against Manchester City that propelled them into the Carling 
Cup final, have transformed Liverpool's season and they began this contest 
brimming with confidence. They had an early shout for a penalty when Andy 
Carroll tumbled under a challenge from Michael Dawson as he chased a ball from 
Steven Gerrard but television replays showed that he had no case for feeling 
aggrieved by referee Michael Oliver's decision to wave play on. Dawson's tackle 
was immaculate. Here was further evidence that Tottenham are simply more than 
a side that just wants to outscore the opposition. As Liverpool prodded and 
probed, the visitors remained stoic and disciplined, never losing their shape. 
When Liverpool had the ball, Niko Krancjar, Jake Livermore and Gareth Bale 
simply dropped down to stand alongside Luka Modric and the excellent Scott 
Parker, forming a barrier in front of the defence, listening to every instruction 
from Redknapp's assistant Kevin Bond. It could not be said that this was a game of 
high drama or thrilling attacking play, like the chaotic one which Chelsea and 
Manchester United had produced 24 hours earlier, but that did not mean it was 
not absorbing.If anything, the opposite was true. This was enthralling. You do not 
need two teams going hellfor-leather to provide entertainment and watching to 
see which of these well drilled sides would either crack first or conjure a moment 
of magic meant nobody dare take their eyes off the action. Liverpool looked most 
likely to produce the latter. On 33 minutes, Daniel Agger moved the ball on to Jay 
Spearing, via interventions from Craig Bellamy and Gerrard, and the midfielder's 
thumping drive from 25 yards scraped the outside of the post. But the more they 
pressed, the more Tottenham dug in their heels. Parker atoned for a rash 
challenge on Gerrard that earned him a booking and plunged his side into danger 
by sticking out a leg to block Bellamy's ensuing free-kick. Wherever Redknapp was 
watching events unfold, he would have taken great heart from the performance 
that was being produced in his absence, and Spurs might have gone ahead before 
the interval had either a Bale backheel or Kyle Walker blockbuster found a way 
through. As it was, they needed Friedel to remain on his toes in stoppage time, 
blocking from Glen Johnson. Given what had been produced in the opening 45 
minutes, it was unrealistic to expect anything other than defences setting the 
tone and Martin Skrtel, especially, provided a glimpse of why Liverpool have only 
conceded eight times at home this season. Having dumped Bale on the seat of his 
pants before the interval, the Slovakian produced another fine sliding intervention 
to stop Emmanuel Adebayor. It had been a frustrating evening for Bale. Unable to 
show the form that has made him a leading contender to be named PFA Player of 
the Year, his temper boiled over after his run was halted by Agger. 
As Bale cried 'foul', the Dane got up to give him a piece of his mind and that led to 
some shoving and jostling which ended with the Welsh winger being booked. To 
compound his misery, he then horribly skewed a shot off target moments later. 
Suarez was introduced on 66 minutes but his biggest input was in Parker's mid-rift 
when he was booked for mis-timing a kick. It was that kind of night. 
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1): Reina 6; Kelly 6, Skrtel 8, Agger 7, Johnson 7; Adam 6, 
Spearing 7; Bellamy 7 (Downing 73, 5), Gerrard 7, Kuyt 6 (Suarez 66, 5); Carroll 6. 
Subs not used: Doni, Aurelio, Coates, Carragher, Henderson. Booked: Suarez, 
Skrtel. 
TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR (4-2-3-1): Friedel 7; Walker 7, Dawson 7, King 7, Assou-
Ekotto 7; Parker 7, Modric 7; Kranjcar 6 (Rose 87), Livermore 6, Bale 6; Adebayor 
6 (Saha 71, 6).Subs not used: Cudicini, Nelsen, Khumalo, Luongo, Lancaster. 
Booked: Parker, Bale. 
Man of the match: Martin Skrtel. Referee: Michael Oliver 7. Attendance: 44,461. 
 

 

 
 Liverpool fail to break down resolute Tottenham as Luis Suárez returns 
from ban 
Luis Suárez came in from the cold last night, arriving after the hour mark following 
34 days in purdah, lifting Liverpool spirits but failing to break down Spurs’ 
exceptional defence. In thwarting Suárez, Andy Carroll and company, Ledley King 
and Michael Dawson reminded the watching Fabio Capello that England possess 
central-defensive options to John Terry and Rio Ferdinand. 
This was a game for devotees of the defensive, for those who find beauty in the 
art of blocking, dispossessing and heading clear. Scott Parker, his shirt stained 
with sweat and flecks of blood, shielded King and Dawson well, taking a few 
bruises for the cause, including a kick in the midriff from Suárez, who immediately 
apologised, saying it was accidental. Serenaded by the Kop, Suárez buzzed around 
in that inimitable way of his, chasing down the channels, spinning off his marker 
and looking to get on the end of Steven Gerrard’s deliveries, but Spurs were the 
models of obduracy. This is the new Tottenham, the team that can grind out 
results away from home, playing doggedly, throwing themselves in the way of 
shots. Creative types tracked back. Squad players like Niko Kranjcar stepped in 
and put in a good shift. Spurs demonstrated the consistency that should secure a 
return to the Champions League. A gritty, largely guileless draw left Spurs five 
points behind second-placed Manchester United and seven ahead of fourth-
placed Chelsea. The rope is gradually being raised for Spurs to re-enter the VIP 
area of European football, bringing more magical nights of “taxi for Maicon”. 
The Brazilian right-back’s nemesis that wondrous evening when Inter Milan 
visited the Lane last season was Gareth Bale, who disappointed last night. The 
Player of the Year dived when Daniel Agger was close by and then squandered the 
chance of the match, a one-on-one with Pepe Reina late on. Bale seemed almost 
intimidated by Reina’s presence. Arguably the best run towards the Anfield Road 
End was made by a tabby in the first half, prompting the Kop to reprise an old 
favourite chant of: “a cat, a cat; a cat, a cat, a cat”. In this fast-moving social-
media world, the Mersey moggy was swiftly dubbed “Pusskas” and boasted four 
twitter accounts by the break. It was a slight reflection on the lack of sustained 
excitement that the cat dominated attention. At least it had made the match. 
Harry Redknapp had failed even to reach Anfield, his plane grounded with 
technical problems at London City airport. 
Shorn of their manager, Spurs were not shorn of leadership. Dawson and King 
rose to the occasion, needing to be strong aerially and on the ground as Andy 
Carroll, for all the incessant criticism, was showing signs of real life, looking far 
more his old Newcastle self. Only a marvellous sliding tackle by Dawson nicked 
the ball away from the feet of Carroll as the tall striker sped into the box. Unfairly 
derided as sluggish, Carroll demonstrated a decent turn of pace last night but 
Dawson is no slouch and timed his interception to perfection. 
Kenny Dalglish leapt into the air, appealing for a penalty but Michael Oliver had 
rightly decreed not a foul. It was the second major decision the young referee, 
exuding a calm authority, had to make, having earlier decided that the fog would 
lift. It did. Still Liverpool pressed, Parker fouling Glen Johnson on the edge of the 
Spurs area. As Anfield stood in expectation, Gerrard drilled the free-kick into the 
wall. It was that sort of evening; Spurs were unyielding. 
Defending resiliently, the Londoners broke out with increasing conviction. Kyle 
Walker was racing down the right, enjoying a real high-speed duel with Johnson, 
Capello’s first-choice right-back playing at left-back for his club. 
Kranjcar was drifting in from the Spurs right, moving the ball adroitly around 
Anfield, trying to find Emmanuel Adebayor, who was getting no change, nor 
hardly any oxygen, out of Martin Skrtel or Agger. Bale did manage one promising 
first-half surge until he was dispossessed by the sliding Skrtel. 
Liverpool continued to push on, Gerrard setting up Jay Spearing, who shot just 
wide. Then Gerrard, enjoying his role behind Carroll, charged through, leaving 
Jake Livermore behind before being caught late by Parker. Craig Bellamy took 
charge of this free kick but the result was the same as Gerrard’s, ending in the 
wall. Johnson tested Brad Friedel as the half closed. The second opened up with 
Liverpool still pressing, including a Gerrard shot that thudded into Ledley King. 
Anfield then howled in derision at a dive from Bale, who reacted theatrically to 
Agger being in the same postcode. Bale shoved an angry Agger before Johnson 
joined in, pushing the Spurs No 3. Bale was fortunate to escape with only a yellow. 
Back came Liverpool again, Dirk Kuyt charging down the right, cutting the ball 
back to Charlie Adam, whose 25-yarder was blocked by Dawson. 
Suárez’s arrival after 66 minutes for Kuyt immediately lifted Anfield. 
Gerrard immediately sought to find Suárez, whose name was chanted constantly 
by Liverpool fans. Carroll also responded, testing Friedel with a header. Then 
Suárez sprinted in, briefly worrying Dawson. Suárez was back, and soon in Oliver’s 
book for kicking Parker, prompting Wayne Rooney to tweet that it should have 
been red. Dalglish twisted again, sending on Stewart Downing. Liverpool should 
have taken the lead but Carroll miscued badly. Controversy then entered 
proceedings. With 15 minutes remaining, Skrtel went in hard on Bale, catching the 
ball but his raised boot opening up the skin on Bale’s left shin. Skrtel was 
cautioned. Bale, brilliantly released by Kranjcar, could have punished Liverpool 
with seven minutes remaining but shot straight at Reina. 
As Spurs fans sighed, Liverpool went through the gears and now it was Friedel’s 
turn to save, denying Suárez. Nothing was going to get past Spurs last night. 
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Suarez in thick of it on blank return 
Por fin llego el dia (Finally the day has come), Luis Suarez declared yesterday and 
when his much heralded return had almost taken the roof off Anfield, he needed 
only three minutes to reveal why he is a player who will always invite extreme 
opinions. The day might have started with mild expressions of warmth for the 
club whose defence of him to the hilt, in the four months since he was accused of 
the racial abuse of Patrice Evra on this turf, has created an important bond. But 
within three minutes he had been booked for a challenge which, within another 
two, had moved Manchester United's Wayne Rooney to throw in a comment and 
by the end of the night he was screaming to the Liverpool night in fury at a 
penalty denied him. Throw in another four shots on goal in the space of around 
25 minutes of play and you realise why supporting him was considered worth 
staking a club's reputation on. Since Kenny Dalglish felt he could wait, Suarez was 
reduced to knocking balls around with Fabio Aurelio before kick-off. "In some 
ways he'll be like a new signing. So that'll be two Januarys running we've signed 
Luis," Dalglish said of the player in question, in his programme notes. You just 
sensed that neither of them could hardly wait to put his absence to an end. 
Initially, the only catcalls came from the Kop end when a feline tortoiseshell 
presence on the pitch temporarily suspended proceedings. The ensuing chorus of 
"we're not racists, we only hate cats..." was sublime. 
The trials and tribulations of another prospective member of the night's cast 
prevented him making it at all. Harry Redknapp's travel prospects had brightened 
when his court case was adjourned early, because Southwark Crown Court was 
deemed too cold, but a technical problem with his plane prevented the 64-year-
old leaving the runway at London City Airport. But there was also the not 
insignificant issue of two sides with major ambitions to fulfill - third-placed 
Tottenham wanting Manchester United to feel north London breath on their 
collar and Liverpool, who had maintained the sixth spot they held when Suarez 
last played on Boxing Day, seeking the same discomfort for fourth-placed Chelsea. 
Dalglish's decision to reward Andy Carroll for some promising recent signs were 
not immediately repaid. He sent a wild 30-yard back-pass out of play inside the 
first three minutes. But there then ensued something that the watching Fabio 
Capello must have enjoyed, if only for novelty value: good news on the England 
defensive front. Michael Dawson started it in the fifth minute, with an impeccably 
timed tackle on Carroll after Steven Gerrard had began a night of immaculate 
distribution by playing him through into the penalty area. Carroll briefly joined in 
Anfield's "penalty" calls but withdrew his raised arm. He recognised superb 
defending. Kyle Walker and Glen Johnson - competitors for Capello's right-back 
jersey this summer but with Johnson forced to left-back by Jose Enrique's injury - 
then offered the command performances of the first half as they went up against 
each other. Walker stunted Dirk Kuyt's progress immediately when Gerrard 
picked him out and he then opened up a dangerous flank for Tottenham, 
advancing twice into attacking areas. Gareth Bale's flick bounced up tamely for 
Pepe Reina on the first occasion and Johnson slid in to deny him on the second. 
But it was Liverpool, galvanised by Gerrard, who showed the greater first-half 
threat. The closest they came to opening the scoring was the 25-yard shot that 
Jay Spearing sent swerving a foot wide of Brad Friedel's left-hand post after 
Gerrard had teed him up just after the half-hour, though it was Johnson who 
ended the first half with a dangerous, skidding effort that Friedel did well to stop 
with his legs. It was the spark of the unexpected that Liverpool needed to convert 
their considerable possession into a lead. Something, perhaps, of the measure 
that Wolves manager Mick McCarthy described when Liverpool beat his own 
team in September. "He never does what you expect him to. He is something 
else," he said of Suarez. He appeared just after the interval to warm up for the 
first time and though the Depeche Mode anthem in his name rang out - 
instantaneous and cacophonous when he arrived on the pitch after 66 minutes - 
there were casual reminders from the Tottenham end of the kind of reception 
which may be to come. "You know what you are" and "Are you Terry in disguise?" 
Finally, Dalglish had Suarez, Gerrard and Carroll on the same field of play 
together. The three had combined for only 69 minutes in total before last night. 
The impact was extraordinary as Suarez demonstrated qualities which will make 
him divine or a devil, according to your particular persuasion. A full minute had 
not ticked down before he had dispossessed Beno[R]t Assou-Ekotto down 
the Liverpool right and gone racing dangerously into the area, where another 
excellent intervention from Dawson saw off the danger. 
Then came the other Suarez. A dangerous swing at a bouncing ball in the 
Tottenham area which found no connection with the ball and a substantial 
connection with Parker - who took the full force of Suarez's boot in his abdomen 
and fell in agony to the floor. It looked like an accidental challenge and one 
befitting the yellow card Suarez received, though Rooney felt differently. "If ref 
sees that challenge from suarez and books him for it it should be red," he 
tweeted. The most dramatic events were yet to come. Bale was presented with 
the best chance of the night when released on a counter-attack, only for Pepe 
Reina to smother the threat. Carroll then conspired to spurn an even better 
chance. Martin Kelly's cross was headed down invitingly but having controlling it, 
he crashed it over the bar. Suarez will have longer to break the deadlock at Old 
Trafford on Saturday. There will be fireworks.  

 

 
MATCH FACTS 
Substitutes: Liverpool Suarez (Kuyt, 66), Downing (Bellamy, 73) Tottenham Saha 
(Adebayor, 71), Rose (Krancjar, 87) 
Booked: Liverpool Suarez, Skrtel Tottenham Parker, Bale. 
Man of the match Gerrard. 
Match rating 6/10. 
Possession: Liverpool 52% Tottenham 48%. 
Attempts on target: Liverpool 15 Tottenham 9. 
Referee M Oliver (Northumberland) 

 
HARRY'SGROUNDED; LIVERPOOL 0 MONDAY NIGHT FRIGHT FROM 
ANFIELD TOTTENHAM 0 
HARRY REDKNAPP was left grounded as Gareth Bale's late miss ensured 
Tottenham's title tilt also failed to take off at Anfield. 
On an evening where quality was limited, Bale was always likely to be injury-hit 
Spurs' potential saviour. 
He has been so often, of course, 10 goals already this season and when Niko 
Kranjcar sent him in on goal six minutes from time the travelling fans sensed 
glory. But Bale lacked conviction as he scuffed a shot straight at Pepe Reina. 
Redknapp, who had spent the day in court in London, had hoped to fly up to 
Merseyside. But the private jet developed technical problems leaving him 
stranded in the capital. 
In his absence, his men showed strength of body and purpose to make light of 
their injury problems. 
Yet with Bale wasting their one golden chance, Spurs lacked their usual intensity. 
And even the return of Luis Suarez after his eight-match ban could not spark 
a Liverpool side who have now drawn eight of their 12 home me games this 
season. Not good enough for Kenny Dalglish. Probably not good enough for Spurs, 
either. The Londoners were missing the likes of Rafael van der Vaart, Jermain 
Defoe, Sandro, Aaron Lennon and Younes Kaboul. But they did have Michael 
Dawson returning to the centre of defence to show his worth. 
An early ball from Steven Gerrard invited Andy Carroll's run into the Spurs box. 
The striker's charge was ended with an impeccably-timed tackle by Dawson - 
despite Dalglish's appeals for a penalty. 
Liverpool tried to hustle Luka Modric & Co out of their rhythm and there was no 
question that Glen Johnson stole the early rounds of his personal battle with Kyle 
Walker. Carroll, too, looked far more mobile, his recent goal at Wolves putting an 
extra spring in the Geordie's step. 
But there was precious little real action at either end, with the absence of 
Lennon's pace. 
One Emmanuel Adebayor flick caused momentary alarm, and Kranjcar unleashed 
a 20-yarder that Reina was glad to clutch at the second attempt. 
Liverpool, though, came closest to breaking through 12 minutes before the 
interval. 
Craig Bellamy fed Gerrard, who eased clear of Scott Parker to tee up Jay Spearing 
for a right-footed drive that veered away from the frame of Brad Friedel's goal at 
the last second. 
Parker was booked for chopping down Gerrard before there was a down Gerra 
brief flurry of activity at either end. 
Johnson's mis-hit cross almost deceived Friedel, Bale's ambitious heel-flick was 
grasped by Reina, Walker's scuffed shot was deflected and, on the halft-time 
whistle, a Johnson effort kicked behind. 
Walker was now edging his flank contest but Bale was off-key. 
His frustrations showed when he got up to shove Daniel Agger in the chest - and 
rightly being cautioned - after hurdling a challenge that never actually came from 
the Dane. 
The Welshman then sliced horribly wide after Adebayor made a nuisance of 
himself. Had it been on his left foot, rather than his right, you sense it might have 
been different. 
Liverpool took heart. Martin Kelly, solid all night, strode forward to force a diving 
save from Friedel and Agger nodded Gerrard's deep corner wide before Dalglish 
called for the man from Uruguay. 
There was almost an instant impact too, as Suarez robbed Benoit Assou-Ekotto to 
release Gerrard, with Parker across to clear as the South American pulled the 
trigger. 
Liverpool were in the ascendancy, although Suarez was rightly booked for a wild 
swing which caught Parker where it hurts most before the chance came and went, 
Bale knowing it. 
Bale was then the victim of rash lunge by Martin Skrtel which cost the home 
defender a caution. 
Late on Suarez planted a header straight at Friedel. 
But in truth, neither side deserved three points. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Kelly 7, Skrtel 7, Agger 6, Johnson 7, Adam 5, Spearing 7, 
Kuyt 6 (Suarez 66, 6), Gerrard 6, Bellamy 7 (Downing 73, 6), Carroll 7. 
TOTTENHAM: Friedel 7. Walker 8, Dawson 7, King 6, Assou-Ekotto 6. Parker 6, 
Livermore 6. Kranjcar 6 (Rose 87), Modric 7, Bale 6, Adebayor 6 (Saha 72, 5). 
REF: Michael Oliver 
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THE script had been written but agonisingly the Liverpool FC lines were 
fluffed. 
When Luis Suarez leapt to meet Steven Gerrard’s inch-perfect free-kick in front of 
the Kop with four minutes to go, the returning hero looked set to cap his 
comeback with a dream LFC winner. However, with the net gaping he inexplicably 
nodded straight at Brad Friedel. Suarez held his head in his hands because he 
knew he should have buried it. It summed up Liverpool FC's night.  
This was a game Kenny Dalglish’s side could and should have won but they 
allowed two points to slip away. After the fog lifted, frustration descended at 
Anfield. An under-strength Tottenham team without their manager looked 
vulnerable from start to finish but Liverpool lacked the cutting edge required in 
the final third to make their overall dominance count. A glorious opportunity to 
make ground in the race for Champions League qualification was spurned. 
The gap to fourth placed Chelsea remains only four points and with 14 games to 
play there is still everything to play for. 
But if Liverpool are going to rejoin Europe’s elite and ensure they have more than 
Cup glory to show for this season, they must ensure there are no more hard luck 
stories on home turf. This was an eighth draw in 12 league games at Anfield this 
season. That’s 16 points given up. For all the obvious progress the Reds are 
making under Dalglish, they have won fewer home games than either Norwich, 
Swansea or Fulham. The good news for Dalglish as he looks to improve those stats 
is that he has Suarez refreshed and back ready to lead the charge. 
Six weeks to the day since he last graced Anfield, Suarez returned to a standing 
ovation. The Uruguayan made an instant impact after replacing Dirk Kuyt midway 
through the second half. 
Chasing down lost causes and forcing Spurs to cough up possession, it was like he 
had never been away. His presence gave everyone a lift and almost brought an 
end to the deadlock. However, ultimately the only mark he left was on Scott 
Parker’s midriff and that earned him a booking. Of course a very different type of 
welcome awaits Suarez at Old Trafford on Saturday but he has never shirked a 
challenge and will approach that showdown with relish. 
This was a scrappy, uninspiring contest which only rarely flickered into life prior to 
Suarez’s entrance. Dalglish had resisted the temptation to put the frontman 
straight back into the side following his lengthy suspension. 
Instead Jordan Henderson made way for the return of skipper Steven Gerrard, 
who had been rested for the victory at Wolves. With Jose Enrique sidelined with a 
tight hamstring, Martin Kelly came in at right-back with Glen Johnson switching 
flanks. Hopes of a free-flowing contest between two teams intent on attacking 
each other were swiftly dashed. There was only one side interested in grabbing 
the contest by the scruff of the neck as Spurs got bodies behind the ball and sat 
deep. With Harry Redknapp left at London City Airport after his plane was 
cancelled because of technical problems, Kevin Bond had clearly been told to park 
the bus and return with a point. Spurs looked anything but title contenders as 
without the talents of Jermain Defoe, Rafael van der Vaart and Aaron Lennon they 
were about as adventurous as Stoke City. Liverpool showed the greater desire and 
urgency, setting the tempo and stamping their authority on proceedings in the 
opening 45 minutes. However, in the final third quality was in desperately short 
supply. 
Gerrard’s incisive pass sent Andy Carroll galloping clear inside five minutes but 
Michael Dawson slid in to make a vital challenge. Referee Michael Oliver 
dismissed howls for a spot-kick and replays showed he was right. The Reds early 
momentum was briefed halted by the appearance on the pitch of a cat. As the 
petrified tabby planned its exit, the Kop responded in trademark style with “a cat, 
a cat, a cat, a cat, a cat” followed up with “we’re not racist, we only hate cats”. 
There was little else to get excited about. With Kelly shining at right-back, the 
ineffective Gareth Bale was barely given a kick. On the other wing, Johnson 
proved his versatility with an enterprising display at left-back. 
Johnson provided Liverpool with a useful attacking outlet and twice tested Brad 
Friedel from outside the box. With Martin Skrtel and Daniel Agger comfortably 
shackling the isolated Emmanuel Adebayor and Luke Modric never allowed time 
to settle on the ball, there was little to concern the Reds. 
Just past the half hour mark Craig Bellamy and Gerrard combined to tee up Jay 
Spearing whose rasping 20-yarder flew agonisingly wide with Friedel beaten. 
The Reds got into some great positions but too often the final ball let them down. 
For the most part Carroll was living off scraps but he worked tirelessly for the 
cause and the fans made clear their appreciation of his efforts. 
In the second half Bale could count himself fortunate to only escape with a 
booking. After overrunning the ball down the left, he went down like he had been 
hit by a sniper. Then he followed up his dive by lashing out at Agger and shoving 
him in the chest. Kelly stung Friedel’s palms from 25 yards and then Agger failed 
to hit the target from Adam’s corner. Dalglish turned to Suarez and the Reds 
cranked up the pressure. Carroll’s header was saved by Friedel and the big 
frontman should have done better when he connected with Kelly’s cross but 
lashed over the bar. Dalglish was on the pitch himself soon after, incandescent 
with rage after Bale once again went down theatrically after Skrtel clearly won the 
ball. Much to his manager’s disgust, the Slovakian’s reward for an impeccable  

 

tackle was a booking. Bale could have won it for Spurs late on but after bursting 
clear he was thwarted by Reina. Seconds later Suarez had his chance to mark his 
return in style but it went begging. The boos at the final whistle were for Oliver 
and some wretched decisions. But in truth the Reds only had themselves to blame 
for a draw which felt like a defeat. 
Liverpool: Reina, Kelly, Skrtel, Agger, Johnson, Adam, Spearing, Kuyt (Suarez 66), 
Gerrard, Bellamy (Downing 73), Carroll. Not used: Doni, Aurelio, Henderson, 
Coates, Carragher. 
Tottenham: Friedel, Walker, Dawson, King, Assou-Ekotto, Parker, Livermore, 
Kranjcar (Rose 87), Modric, Bale, Adebayor (Saha 72). Not used: Cudicini, Nelsen, 
Khumalo, Luongo, Lancaster. 
Referee: Michael Oliver (Northumberland) 
Attendance: 44, 461 Bookings: Parker, Bale, Suarez, Skrtel. 

 
Spurs dig deep but they miss the pace of Aaron Lennon 
There is no doubting Tottenham's spirit regardless of whatever injuries they face 
but the team's balance remains disrupted to an unhealthy extent when Aaron 
Lennon is unavailable. Spurs emerged from Anfield with a hard-fought point 
against a Liverpool side yet to lose on their own patch this season to keep their 
campaign ticking along in a defining period. Saturday's visit by Newcastle is 
followed by a trip to Arsenal, a home game against Manchester United and an 
away day at Everton in a League programme, punctuated by an FA Cup tie at 
Stevenage, that will test their credentials to the limit. Viewed in terms of a title 
push, this was a timid display that suggested Harry Redknapp's team will come up 
short in deference to the Manchester clubs.But as another step towards securing 
Champions League football, it was a performance full of defensive resilience and 
courage that underlined the maturity with which Spurs play in such difficult 
environments. That they were reduced to sporadic raids into Liverpool's half was 
partly down to the home side's aggressive authority in possession but also due to 
Tottenham's lack of natural width and pace, both of which are strong features 
when Lennon is on the pitch. Perhaps injuries negated Tottenham's ambition. It 
appeared they came looking for a point with a deep defensive line and Gareth 
Bale operating in a free role behind lone forward Emmanuel Adebayor. 
They looked to hit Liverpool on the break but repeatedly struggled to get Bale into 
a position where he could turn and run at defenders in that most terrorising 
fashion of his. Adebayor was a huge disappointment and when Spurs won 
possession deep in their own half, they struggled to find an outlet with Bale stifled 
by Liverpool's two holding midfielders, Jay Spearing and Charlie Adam. 
Niko Kranjcar had a decent game as deputy - his pass released Bale for what 
would have been a fine example of a smash and grab win had the Welshman 
beaten Pepe Reina with five minutes left - but the Croatian lacked the pace to 
transform defence into attack at the necessary speed to make Spurs a threat. 
Lennon would have relished the chance of facing an out-of-position Glen Johnson 
at left-back and his pace would have inevitably freed up Bale, who endured a 
difficult evening and left the stadium limping heavily after a series of crunching 
tackles (and one blatant dive when challenged by Daniel Agger). As it was, Bale 
could not find the space in central areas to cause problems and Liverpool pushed 
Spurs further back as the Kop attempted to suck the ball into the net in a second 
half that excited more than a dull first. That said, aside from a much-improved 
Andy Carroll blazing over from Martin Kelly's cross and a tame header from 
substitute Luis Suarez, on his first appearance since completing his suspension for 
racially abusing Patrice Evra, Liverpool created precious little and Spurs were left 
to applaud their own resolve. "I thought it was a good point won," said assistant 
manager Kevin Bond, who took charge alongside Joe Jordan after Redknapp was 
unable to make the game due to a technical fault with his flight from London 
following the adjournment of his trial at Southwark Crown Court. 
"They made us defend, especially late in the second half, and the lads managed 
really well. We didn't create as many chances as we'd like to, to be honest, but 
then I think we had the best chance of the match. But it was a hard-fought point 
for us, a real dig-in performance." 
Spearing flashed a shot past Brad Friedel's post but that was all Liverpool had to 
show for a first half which trudged along in a fog of mediocrity. Bale screwed an 
opening wide before Carroll snatched at a chance with 16 minutes remaining but 
Michael Dawson and Ledley King were outstanding in restricting Liverpool to half 
chances and long-range efforts. Martin Skrtel could have seen red for his wild 
challenge on Bale, who later raced clear only to fail in his attempt to nutmeg 
Reina before Suarez nearly crowned his comeback with a late goal, only to plant 
his header straight at Friedel. "We've been noted this season for the manner in 
which we play our free-flowing football but we weren't able to do that as much as 
we would have liked," Bond said. "Maybe in previous times we would have been 
here and might not have got anything from the game but we got a point tonight in 
a different way."It is not always possible to win with style and Spurs deserve 
credit for a battling display, given their absentee list - which also included Rafael 
van der Vaart, Jermain Defoe and Sandro - and the quality of their opponents. 
Tottenham's bench last night included three rookies in Bongani Khumalo, 
Cameron Lancaster and Massimo Luongo to underline the necessity for injured 
players to return. None more urgently than Lennon. 
 

 


